Cl70 honda

Make Honda. Model CL. Fuel tank was split, sandblasted, welded back together, then coated
inside with the patented Renu process, sealing out rust and corrosion. We did not "lock in"
loose rust. The frame is the original finish with some minor deflects. The original chrome in very
nice condition for forty plus years old. Original engine has great compression and runs well.
Original exhaust is rust free and chrome is in excellent condition. All electrical items work as
designed - head light both beams , brake lights, turn signals, speedometer lights, neutral light,
high beam indicator light, turn signal indicator light and horn. No title - notarized bill of sale will
be provided. Model CB. Bike previously started by using a ketchup bottle of gas and push
starting. Motor has great compression and power. Current Mileage is showing Gas Tank will
need to be professionally stripped inside and Re coated to protect it from future rust. Carb was
professionally clean and Forks are in nice straight condition. Wheels have a lot of rust due to
being a pit bike most of its life. Rear tire has dry rot and front looks to be in great condition. No
battery Included. Frame has some wear as shown. I had planned to restore this, but don't have
the time Have new throttle hinge and holder not installed Original tool set included. No Title It is
the buyers Full Responsibility for locating shipping and handling charges. Please look at the
photos and ask questions. I am representing this to the best of my knowledge. Second owner.
Bought from friend whose mom owned it to check the mail. Frame was not repainted only
touched up. Rare KO fuel tank and cap in restored condition inside and out. Most new parts are
honda. Folding rear pegs instead of the original solid ones. New tire in front. All chrome is in
fair to good condition with pitting but but no rusted areas. Most shined up quite well. All
electrical, brakes and clutch in good condition. Some minor engine work was done to bring up
to current fine running condition. Clear Indiana title titled as Barn find project bike. Engine turns
over with compression and carbs move free. Original paint looks very nice still bright and shiny.
Exhaust is very nice and solid throughout as well, see pics. Has rust here and there on fenders
and wheels as well as frame. Engine cradle has a small dent as well. Original seat looks great no
rips or tears. Complete low mileage scrambler, refresh and ride or restore. See pictures and feel
free to ask any questions or arrange to see the bike in person. Sold as is no warranty. Full
payment due via cash or cashiers check within 7 days. Buyer is responsible for all shipping
arrangements. I can coordinate with shipper of your choice and can assist in loading on to
trailer. International buyers and wire transfers accepted. Thanks for looking. This CL77 has
been on display in our collection until recently when it was move out to make room for new
acquisitions. This Honda is an original rider in very good condition and drives well. It has had a
recent service including new clutch, new battery, carburetors cleaned and reset, and new points
and condenser. It has new Dunlop K70 tires as the original tires are no longer available. The
tank, fenders and side covers were professionally painted by Dave Wedlake of Portland, Oregon
a few years ago. The remainder of the bike is original. It was reconditioned by the Lamphere
staff back then and when the original speedometer was found to be faulty, it was replaced with a
NOS one from stock. That is why the odometer shows close to no miles on the bike. The actual
miles are unknown. The bike was on display at the Beaverton dealership for many years before
we obtained it. Please note that this CL77 has straight pipes and no silencer. There are some
slight tears in the seat cover as shown in the pictures. Wheel rims have slight discolored areas
common to this model after 50 years. The CL77 has a clear Washington State title. Details can
be found on Mecum. This is Honda CL77 scrambler although its doesn't look the part but the
only wrong parts are gas tank, headlight and speedo I think off of a mid 70s Honda ? The rest
seems all original, no noticeable missing parts very complete. Motor turns freely with good
compression, carbs will probably need rebuilt or at least cleaned everything is all in tact its was
running until one fall it got parked for the season and never left the back of the of garage again.
I purchased this and another out of an estate that sat beside it parked same year, going to hold
on to the other for a while. All its a great winter project won't take much to get it running. Model
Cl. I got it running and been sitting ever since. Would probably run with a good battery and carb
cleaned. The bike is mostly complete. Has 1, miles on it. Barn find. Has not been run in many
years. Engine turns over freely with the electric starter The lights come on and electrics all
appear to work at this time Missing right plastic side cover. Missing the points cover. Slides are
stuck in carbs so they need to be freed up. Tank has no fuel in it nor do the carbs. The tank has
some rust and will need to be cleaned but it is not too bad. Clutch pulls in solid and feels good
and the bike shifts through sll the gears. The brakes work too. Bike is original. Good for
restoration. For sale 68 honda scrambler cl with about For restoration or collection I took those
pictures on end of the day with low sun. The paint color is rich orange but looks relay sun
burned on most of the pictures. Some light discoloration on top-adge of side covers and some
scratches by the seat moving around , tank filler neck area has discoloration ,tank has some
scratches and small dings,scratch on headlight bezel Bike will need carb work and adjustment
,one float stuck and no gas getting in to the carb. Has tool kit ,service manual on cd and original

key all electric works fine but horn ,Kick only. Bike is complete and nothing is missing Bike is
registered in Mass on my name and i m waiting for title to arrived in weeks Bike listed for local
sale also ,first come ,first served.. Yes ,you can ride it home. All electrics works fine ,electric
and kick New tires ,mi ago ,clean carburetors,good battery ,cables,sprockets and chain ,new
bubble grips and fork gutters, Aftermarket start button on handlebar,missing seat latch,some
dings and scratches on gas tank Little to no rust ,good chrome,rust free tank,inline fuel
filters,POD air filters,aftermarket pipes and headers. Model SL ZIP IS Very nice paint and
chrome. Clean rust-free tank with a small ding on it. Bike runs and rides great, except for the
engine making a tapping noise. Comes with spare engine parts. Bike is sold with a Bill Of Sale
only. But in the state of Connecticut, like some other states, there is no law for displacement. It
goes by horsepower rating. So you do not have to register this motorcycle in the state of
Connecticut. Local Pickup only. Cash only. Please email with any questions. Thank you. Here is
a nice example of a first year 69 cl70 K0 a rare one. This bike is very complete. Overall this is in
pretty good unrestored condition. Usually starts first kick. All electrics are functional on original
6 volt system Has correct 1 down 3 up transmission. Original tires All lights and indicators
function, speedometer works and counts miles. Brakes work good. I consider the numbers to be
matching, see pics, research as necessary Local pickup only. This is a 40 year old bike and is
sold as is. Model Cbr RR. Model Sl Buyer responsible for shipping. Thousand Oaks, CA.
Gresham, OR. Carthagena, OH. Fort Rice, ND. Memphis, TN. Mill Valley, CA. Alert Successfully
Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Cl 70 Honda. Category - Engine twin Posted Over 1
Month. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Honda Model Cl. Year - Make Model -. Augustine, Florida. Year Make Honda Model Sl Category - Engine Posted Over 1 Month.
Prev 1 2 3 Next. Make Honda ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly
No Emails. Submit Cancel. Rare in this kind of shape. Candy Sapphire Blue with Silver Metallic.
Chrome absolute shines! Exhaust has no holes or pitting whatsoever. No smoke. Sounds great.
Great for putting around town or light trails. A true Scrambler. No lowballers, timewasters,
tirekickers, or offers over the phone. No texts. Keywords CL SL CT 70 90 pitbike antique vintage
collectible collector classic trail off-road off road mini bike minibike scooter Moped scrambler.
This is a complete, original, and running Honda CL It has minor surface rust on the original
paint, tank is clean. The bike kicks over easily and is ready to ride with no major mechanical
issues. This is a rare color for this bike and is great for getting around tow The bike is in non
running condition. What you see in the photos is what you get. I don't have the gas tank for it.
It's great for parts or restoration. The engine spins freely. I do not have the title for the bike. If
you are interested please call or text at. The price is fir Bikes run but the engine needs to be
rebuilt. All lights work. Call with questions or if you want to come take a look. No title. Great
bike and fun to ride. Ridden only in summers and stored indoors for at least the last 10 years.
Just looking to clear some space for other projects. Has expecte Selling my Honda CL
Scrambler. Has been ridden only in summers and stored indoors for at least the last 10 years.
Engine turns over without any issues , bike is a little crusty , personally I like the patina , it's
completly original and should run without any major difficulties. Email Poster Message. Note:
This guide was updated in to include the new Honda Monkey, a minibike scrambler based on
their original model from the s. Of all of the big four Japanese motorcycle manufacturers, it is
perhaps Honda that is the most closely associated with the scrambler genre â€” they were
building scramblers from the mid-to-late s with much success in Japan, North America and
Europe. The models have an appealing retro charm combined with the reliability that Honda has
become famous for â€” and their lack of plastic parts, electronic rider aids, or complex onboard
computers mean that even the most questionable shadetree amateur mechanics can work on
them. The CL77 was amongst the first of the scramblers offered by Honda, despite the name it
was actually fitted with a cc engine with an overhead cam and a red line of rpm. Today the CL77
is one of the most collectible of the CL models. This was the smallest in the CL series with the
same pressed-steel backbone frame as its sibling â€” the CB The model was fitted with braced
handlebars, a higher rear fender for additional suspension travel , and the characteristic high
exhaust seen across the CL range. The handlebars, exhaust and fender are shared and the two
models look very similar even from quite close up. The Honda CL90 is one of the rarer variants,
it used many of the common platform parts from the CL50 and the CL70, but it seems the model
never enjoyed the same production volumes. The CL was the first of the real motorcycles in the
CL range; it was fitted with a 5 speed transmission and a full electrical system â€” along with
the high-exit exhaust and other scrambler features. Finding good examples can be hard work,
and their values are climbing. Parts are easy to come by and thanks to the additional power you
can realistically carry two people. In many respects this model was a half way point between the
larger CLs and the smaller. The CL represented the first of the larger capacity CL scramblers.
These bikes have highway capability even with two adults on-board â€” giving their owners the

ability to ride interstate or even further afield. Honda sold the model between and The CL was
introduced in as the drop-in replacement for the CL Some prefer the CL and some prefer the CL
â€” to be honest the bikes are very similar but there are almost no interchangeable parts. This is
the largest and most desirable of the CL series, perhaps even its culmination. The CL is highly
sought after by collectors and its combination of looks, reliability and chuckability is a recipe
that means most owners keep theirs for a very long time. You may not have expected to see this
bike in a list of Honda scramblers but it ticks all of the boxes for the scrambler genre including
the raised exhaust pipes with a heat shield, raised fenders, dual sport tires, and high
handlebars. Though you may not want to cross the Sahara on it, the Honda Monkey is more
than capable of light dual sport activities like exploring forest fire trails. Silodrome was founded
by Ben back in , in the years since the site has grown to become a world leader in the
alternative and vintage motoring sector, with millions of readers around the world and many
hundreds of thousands of followers on social media. This article and its contents are protected
by copyright, and may only be republished with a credit and link back to Silodrome. Read More.
Unlike many scramblers of the time, the Honda had a smaller engine thatâ€¦. The Matchless
G80CS was one of the most dominant scrambles and off-road racing motorcycles of the s and
early s. Before the arrival of the soon-to be-dominant Husqvarnas and other lightweight two
strokes in theâ€¦. The Honda CX Turbo was a one-year-only model released in that helped fuel
an arms race among the big four Japanese motorcycle manufacturers to produce ever faster
and more powerful forced induction motorcyclesâ€¦. Ben Branch. Published by Ben Branch May 13th British Motorcycles Scrambler Motorcycles. Films Honda Motorcycles. Japanese
Motorcycles Scrambler Motorcycles. Honda Motorcycles. Make Honda. Model CL. Fuel tank was
split, sandblasted, welded back together, then coated inside with the patented Renu process,
sealing out rust and corrosion. We did not "lock in" loose rust. The frame is the original finish
with some minor deflects. The original chrome in very nice condition for forty plus years old.
Original engine has great compression and runs well. Original exhaust is rust free and chrome
is in excellent condition. All electrical items work as designed - head light both beams , brake
lights, turn signals, speedometer lights, neutral light, high beam indicator light, turn signal
indicator light and horn. No title - notarized bill of sale will be provided. Model SL ZIP IS Very
nice paint and chrome. Clean rust-free tank with a small ding on it. Bike runs and rides great,
except for the engine making a tapping noise. Comes with spare engine parts. Bike is sold with
a Bill Of Sale only. But in the state of Connecticut, like some other states, there is no law for
displacement. It goes by horsepower rating. So you do not have to register this motorcycle in
the state of Connecticut. Local Pickup only. Cash only. Please email with any questions. Thank
you. The Speedometer Also Works. Day Heights, OH. Williamsburg, VA. Coconut Creek, FL.
Eaton, NH. Cripple Creek, CO. Eau Gallie, FL. Brooksville, FL. Alert Successfully Created. Save
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Items Unspecified Length 40 Items Compatible Make. For Honda Items Not Specified Items
New Items New other see details Items Remanufactured 6 Items 6. Used Items For parts or not
working 8 Items 8. Please provide a valid price range. Buying Format. All Listings. Buy It Now.
Item Location. Canada Only. North America. Delivery Options. Free International Shipping. Free
In-store Pickup. Free Local Pickup. Show only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized
Seller. Completed Items. Sold Items. More filters Gallery View Customize. Shipping not
specified. Almost gone. Last one. Amounts shown in italicized text are for items listed in
currency other than Canadian dollars and are approximate conversions to Canadian dollars
based upon Bloomberg's conversion rates. For more recent exchange rates, please use the
Universal Currency Converter. This page was last updated: Feb Number of bids and bid
amounts may be slightly out of date. See each listing for international shipping options and
costs.

